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Kalyani Nagar, Pune.

Model SXR 160 SXR 125

Displacement 160CC 124.45CC

Maximum Power 10.9 PS @ 7100 RPM 9.52 PS@ 7600 RPM

Maximum Torque 11.00 Nm @ 5750 RPM 9.2 Nm at 6250 RPM

Fuel Tank Capacity 7 Litres 7  Litres

Front Suspension Hydraulic Double Telescopic Hydraulic Double Telescopic

Rear Suspension Hydraulic Shock Absorber Hydraulic Shock Absorber

Front Brake 220 MM Disk Brake with 220 MM Disk Brake with
 Antilock Braking System (ABS) Combi Braking System (CBS)

Rear Brake 140 MM Drum Brake 140 MM Drum Brake

Front Wheel & Tyre 12 inch Alloy Wheel with 12 inch Alloy Wheel with
 120/70-12 58P Tubeless Tyre 120/70-12 58P Tubeless Tyre



Witness a one-of-a-kind union of spectacular style, 

unmatched performance and extraordinary comfort in the 

newest sensation hitting the streets. 

Designed in Italy, the all-new Aprilia SXR sets a new 

benchmark for quality and next-gen technology with a 

premium look and feel.

Today, we invite you to delve into a world of Aprilia, so that you 

don’t just live life, you maxify it.



Unmatched Style
Experience a maxifier design with the all-new Aprilia SXR that 

makes heads turn. This stunning new look, pairs premium and style 

in an effervescent combination, making you the talk of the town.



Impeccable looks with 3-coat HD body
paint finish paired with matt black design trims

Unique dual-tone style with a Chrome
garnished exhaust

Unique diamond-reflection wrap around 
LED taillights with integrated rear blinkers

An all-new design language

Imposing front stance
aerodynamic design

Dual geometry 5-spoke metallic grey alloy
wheels with signature Aprilia branding

Unique Aprilia branding on the
 painted footboard



State-of-the-art wrap around LED-technology
Twin Crystal headlights with integrated

high beam, daytime eyeline position and front
indicator blinker lights

Sharp body lines, geometric contours,
sporty bumpers  showcasing

superior craftmanship

Steel finish steering geometry
complemented with a 

well-designed front suspension

Impeccable looks with 3-coat HD body
paint finish paired with matt black design trims

Imposing front stance 
aerodynamic design

Honeycomb grills



Superior Comfort and
Convenience 
Comfort and convenience are at the centre of this 

masterpiece. Every aspect of the bike has been carefully 

crafted with making your ride the most comfortable one 

you’ve had yet.



An enormous 7-liter fuel 
tank capacity

 Specially designed easy-to-mount 
central stand

 Thick, raised, all-round rare grab rail 
for extra support

 A bag hook in the front

Soft, perforated handle grips to 
keep your palms ventilated

Front lockable split glove boxes with a 
USB charging point



 Integrated dark flyscreen for 
protection from wind/dust

Ergonomically designed and well 
positioned steering handlebar with 

feather touch switches

Ergonomically designed bucket 
seating crafted in art leather soft feel 

with special stitch patternsDual telescopic front suspension 
and adjustable rear suspension for 

a soft smooth ride

Foot pegs and retractable 
footsteps for the rider and co-rider 

respectively



Safe and Secure
A high standard safety is not an option when riding the Aprilia SXR.

It is a requirement. At Aprilia, we make sure that your ride as safe as 

it is thrilling.



Thick chassis construction 
with a strong built up for 

maximum strength 

Well positioned crystal-clear mirrors 
for perfect rear view

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) in SXR 160 
and Combi Braking System (CBS) in SXR 125 

with ventilated disc brake and twin pots 
caliper hydraulic brakes5-spoke alloy wheels coupled 

with 12” wide pattern
Nylogrip tires

Shear point on the brake handle’s end 
portion to keep brake levers intact in 

case of impact

Under seat fuel-fill system for 
extra security



Superlative Technology and
Performance 
Cutting-edge technology for a vintage premium brand. Beautiful, isn’t it? 

The all-new Aprilia SXR gives you maximum performance and superlative 

efficiency no matter where it goes with you.



And all-new high-performance 125CC 
and 160CC BS VI, 3 valve fuel injection 

clean emission engine

A smooth and convenient ride is at the heart of 

the all-new Aprilia SXR. We make sure that you 

get needed assistance no matter where you are 

in the country.

Large 210 sq.cm. multi-functional all-digital 
cluster Including RPM meter, mileage indication,  

average speed display, digital fuel indication, 
odometer, and much more

Available in four vibrant and stunning
 colors – Glossy Red, Matt Blue, Glossy 

White and Matt Black


